Webinar Request: Thank you for joining us early. We will be starting at the top of the hour.
Yaovi Atohoun: hi. we are fine
Yaovi Atohoun: Good
svitlana tkachenko: Everything is working well,.
Yaovi Atohoun: we can hear you
Webinar Request: Please MUTE your phone line and computers, please.
David Olive: Welcome All
Sivasubramanian M: In the abobe room audio I can here the english and spanish channels together
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: CAN thr non presenters lines be muted please
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: thanks
Sivasubramanian M: the channles are overalapping
Anne Aikman-Scalese: I have my volume at the highest level and it is still faint.
Steve Metalitz: qUESTION: When will detailed Costa Rica agenda (with live links) and remote
participation information be posted?
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: that is normal Siva mute the computer speakers IF you are using the ohone
bride
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: bridge
Sivasubramanian M: ssorry, no problems with this adobe room
Yaovi Atohoun: Question: Will the PP presentation be available after the webinar?
Evan Leibovitch: my bridge sounds more like a tunnel .... but I can make out what David's saying.
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: usually are as is the recordings of both calls
Holly Raiche: Under the WHOIS discussion wil you also look at the SSAC051 paper on WHOIS that is
also out for public comment?
Liz Gasster: @ Steve, I think you will see links and other updates updated ongoing now
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Yes Holly it is on the list of things Liz speaks to
Liz Gasster: and PPts and recordings will be made available of this webinar
Marika Konings: @Yaovi - yes, the slides will get posted here: http://gnso.icann.org/calendar/#mar
Yaovi Atohoun: Thanks

Liz Gasster: @ Holly, only briefly though
Mason Cole: Steve, see http://costarica43.icann.org/full-schedule
Steve Metalitz: @Mason, that lists session titles only.
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: we can spend more time om that Holly of we wish to, on the At-Large briefing
session on WhoIs
Steve Sheng: @ Holly, we won't go into details on SAC 051 paper in this session, but there is a public
session scheduled on Thursday March 15 in Costa Rica on this.
Mason Cole: @Steve, you're right...I hadn't looked beyond the GNSO agendas
El Financiero: QUESTION when is the gTLD discussion?
Holly Raiche: I am assuming all these links will be available after this meeting?
Liz Gasster: presentation with links will be circulated, all these links work now.
Holly Raiche: An SSAC paper also deals with this issue
El Financiero: QUESTION I meant, will there be an specific discussion related to new gTLD and
defensive applications in Costa Rica? If so, when will it be?
Liz Gasster: AC recording of 13 UTC session has been posted on GNSO Calendar page
Liz Gasster: please see schedule for new gTLD sessions in Costa RIca
Liz Gasster: http://costarica43.icann.org/full-schedule
Steve Metalitz: QUESTION: When will status report on RAA negotiations be posted?
Holly Raiche: Wasn't there also an issue with resellers?
Holly Raiche: Okay
Steve Metalitz: QUESTION: When will final issues report on RAA "remaining issues" be published?
Since it will not be 15 working days prior to Costa Rica meeting, how can GNSO council take it up
there?
Margie Milam: @Steve-- the wording is being finalized- we are hoping to publiish the status report in
the next few days, certainly before Costa Rica
Holly Raiche: the SSAC did some work on this
Margie Milam: The Final Issue Report will be published after the status report is published-- again
before the Costa Rica Meeting
Holly Raiche: K hope they look at the SSAC 051 now out for comment

Margie Milam: @Steve- the GNSO Council rules have an 8 day requirement for motions, not 15 days,
but in any event, there is no vote necessary for Board requested PDPs
Margie Milam: @Holly- Reseller issues are part of the negotiations
Steve Metalitz: @ Margie: see See http://www.icann.org/en/committees/participation/documentpublication-operational-policy-30oct09-en.pdf
Margie Milam: @ Steve- for GNSO Council related discussions, the Council has been going by the 8
day rule
Evan Leibovitch: I would maintain a distinction between choice and trust. It's certainly possible in a
market to have a wide choice between multiple untrustworthy options. Not to say that's the case
here, but the distinction is important.
Evan Leibovitch: Julie: ... basic question: since CCWGs are, by their nature, cross community, why are
these principles NOT being done in close collaboration with the other stakeholder groups? Coming
up with a widely acceptable collaborative solutuion seems incompatible with the GNSO staying in its
"silo" and merekly consulting other groups.
Steve Metalitz 2: QUESTION: What is scheduled end time for this webinar?
Julie Hedlund: @Evan: The principles will be circulated for consideration by the other SOs/ACs, giving
them the opportunity to contribute to their development
Marika Konings: @Steve - 90 minutes
Evan Leibovitch: That's not quite the same as working on this collaboratively from the start.
Marika Konings: so in 37 minutes ;-)
Evan Leibovitch: The final decision is still to be made solely by the GNSO.
Evan Leibovitch: Not very cross-constituency
Evan Leibovitch: It's just SO ironic that the very discusion of how to make CCWGs work is being done
using conventional silo techniques.
Julie Hedlund: @Evan: The GNSO Council intiated the process because it was an issue of particular
concern to the GNSO Council, but the final product is for the SOs and ACs to approve.
Julie Hedlund: @Evan: The SOs and ACs will decide whether/how to adopt
Evan Leibovitch: So it CANNOT be approved by the GNSO over the objection of ACs?
Evan Leibovitch: I don't recall that in the charter, but I could be wrong.
Liz Gasster: @ Evan, the GNSO can approve it but other SO/ACs need not use it
Evan Leibovitch: That's not very cross-community, now is it?

Liz Gasster: but the intent is for these to be high level principles that would work for all SOs and ACs
and could be modified as needed, not strict rules that must be followed
Evan Leibovitch: Then why couldn't all stakeholders be collaboraively involved from the start? Why
the need for silos?
Liz Gasster: ALAC is actively represented by Alan G who has been a terrific contributor
Evan Leibovitch: That's not quite the same as full collaboration.
Evan Leibovitch: Alan is the ALAC rep to ALL things GNSO
Liz Gasster: and the GNSO Council first wanted to make clear for itself what it considers to be the
principles for CWGs it wants to engage in
Evan Leibovitch: We were never given the chance to participate as partners
Liz Gasster: so I'm not debating, just explaining having been there in the discussions
Evan Leibovitch: And I'm just explaining the silliness of debating a collaborative process within silos.
Evan Leibovitch: This was a horribly flawed process from the start. GIGO.
Liz Gasster: you may disagree with the sequence and I respect your point completely but I want to
emphasize that I think the vioews of the other SOs and ACs are important to the GNSO
Evan Leibovitch: ... after the fact.
Evan Leibovitch: ... not based in from the start
Evan Leibovitch: baked
jberryhill 2: Wait? How often is the monthly update published?
Steve Metalitz 2: QUESTION: What about the "Consensus Building" session mentioned at the
beginning as a "highlight"? When does that take place and what is it about?
Marika Konings: 10.00 - 11.30 on Wednesday
Anne Aikman-Scalese: There was a statement regarding a deadline for hiring a Trademark
Clearinghouse provider and that date has passed. What is happening there?
jberryhill 2: YAY!!!
Evan Leibovitch: @ Barry ... in the CCC document, there is acknowledgement that the scope is limited
and that a broader evaluation of consumer choice involved evaluation beyond the scope fo the
current work. Is anything being done to address this?
Evan Leibovitch: OK.
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: All good from my POV

Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Thank you ALL
Gabriela Szlak: thank you
Hossam Hassan: Thank you all
sandra hoferichtetr: thank you for this session
David Olive: THank You All
svitlana tkachenko: Thank you, Good job
Yaovi Atohoun: bye
Pascal Bekono: Thanks
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: bye
Adela Danciu: thank you for this informative webinar. see you in Costa Rica!
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Marika I assume the consensus Bld session is in the GNSO room?

